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Let A be a set of natural numbers, and let [A] h denote the set of all least common multiples 
[al . . . .  , ah] with ai ~ A. If n ¢ [A] h for all sufficiently large integers n, then A is an asymptotic 
LCM basis of order h. If n ¢ [A] h for infinitely many n t> 1, then A is an asymptotic LCM 
nonbasis of order h. The nonbasis A is maximal if A t3 {b} is an asymptotic LCM basis of order 
h for every natural number b ¢ A. In this paper the structure of all maximal asymptotic LCM 
bases of order h is determined. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a subset of the natural numbers N = {1, 2, 3 , . . . ) .  Let [A] h denote 
the set of all numbers n that can be represented in the form n = [a l , . . . ,  ah], 
where ai ~ A for i = i , . . . ,  h and [al, • . . ,  ah] is the least common multiple of 
the ai. The set A is an asymptotic LCM basis of  order h if [A] h contains all 
sutficiently large integers. If there are infinitely many natural numbers that do not 
belong to [A ] h, then A is an asymptotic LCM nonbasis of  order h. The nonbasis A
is maximal if, for every b ~ B = N\A,  the set A O {b} is an asymptotic LCM basis 
of order h. This concept, introduced by Nathanson [7], is a multiplicative analog 
of maximal asymptotic nonbases in additive number theory. 
Maximal asymptotic LCM nonbases of order h exist for h >i 2. Graham, 
Lenstra, and Stewart [2] observed that if B = {2- 3klk  = O, 1, 2 , . . .} ,  then 
A = N \ B is a maximal asymptotic LCM nonbasis of order h for every h t> 2. In 
general, if p and q are distinct primes and e~N,  then A=N\{peq k [k= 
0, 1, 2 , . . .  } is a maximal asymptotic LCM nonbasis of order h for every h I> 2. It 
is easy to see that maximal asymptotic LCM nonbases of order 1 do not exist, 
since the set A is an asymptotic LCM nonbasis of order I if and only if B = N \A 
is infinite, but there is no maximal set A whose complement is infinite. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe xplicitly the structure of all maximal 
asymptotic LCM nonbases, and to obtain some related results on these extremal 
sequences of integers. I prove that every "isomorphism class" of maximal 
asymptotic LCM nonbases of order h corresponds uniquely to a certain 
"acceptable" partition of the subsets of a finite set {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} and an n-mple 
(el, e2, • • •, en) of natural numbers. 
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Notation. Let [b, [A] h-l] denote the set of all numbers of the form 
[b, a , , . . . ,  ah-:], where a, • A for r = 1 , . . . ,  h - 1. Thus, an asymptotic LCM 
nonbasis A of order h is maximal if s • [b, [,4] h-l] for all b • B = N \A and all but 
finitely many s • S = [~ \ [,4] h. 
If n =p~l . . .pk  t, is the prime factorization of n, let £2(n) = kl +"  • + kt. 
Let IX[ denote the cardinality of the set X. 
2. Acceptable partitions and LCM nonbases 
Fix h i>2. Let X. = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} for n I> 1. A partition (q/, ~)  of the 2" 
subsets of X. into two disjoint classes ~ and ~ is acceptable if it satisfies the 
following three conditions: 
(i) If Y ~ X,, then there exist sets Ux, • • •, Uh • 91 such that Y = U1 tO- • • U 
Uh. The sets U~ are not necessarily distinct; 
(ii) If X, = YI U . .  • tO Yn, then Y~ • ~ for some r. Thus, X, is not a union of h 
elements on 0g; 
(iii) For any V • T" there exist sets U , , . . . ,  Uh-, • q/such that 
x .  = v u u . . . u uh_ l .  
Lemma 1. Let ( ~,  ~)  be an acceptable partition of)( . .  Then 
(iv) I f  V • °F and V c_ Y =_ X. ,  then Y • ~; 
(v) I f  U • ql and Y c_ U, then Y • ql; 
(vi) Xn e  'and q, • 
Proof. Let V e V and V _ Y _ X,. There exist sets UI,. • . ,  Uh-1 • ~ such that 
X, = V U U, U . . .  U Uh-x. Then X. = Y U U1 U- - -  U Uh-x, and condition (ii) 
implies that Y e T'. This proves (iv), and (v) and (vi) are immediate 
consequences. [] 
Here are two infinite classes of acceptable partitions for h ~> 2. 
Example 1. Let t >I 0 and n = ht + 1. Let 
llVl>>-t+a}. 
Example 2. Let  t I> 2 and n = hr. Let 
~= {U=_X. I IUI<~t -1}  u {U=_X. [ IU l=t  and I~U) ,  
~'= {V =_x. llvl>>-t + 1} u {v _=x. J lVl =t  and 1 e V}. 
One can easily check that the partitions in Examples 1 and 2 satisfy conditions 
(i)-(vi). 
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It would be interesting to have, for each h >I 2, a classification of all acceptable 
partitions of n. 
In the following theorem I construct a class of maximal 
nonbases of order h for each acceptable partition of X,, 
(e~, . . . ,  e,,) of positive integers. 
asymptotic LCM 
and each n-tuple 
Theorem 1. Let h>-2. Let (ql, T') be an acceptable partition of  X ,= 
{1, 2 , . . . ,  n} and let (ca , . . . ,  e.) be an n-tuple of  natural numbers. Let 
PI, • • • , Pn, q be n + 1 distinct primes. For each Y ~_ X,.  Let T(Y) be the set of  all 
numbers of  the form 
I-IPT'" l-I p~j.qk, 
i~Y j~Xn\Y 
where 0 <~ k~ < e~ and k >- O. Let B = Over  T(V).  
asymptotic LCM nonbasis of order h. 
Then A = N\B  is a maximal 
Proof. Let S = [~\[A] n. Since A ~_ [,4] h, it follows that S =_ B. I claim that 
S = T(X~). 
Let V e ~,  V ~ X~. Since (0//, ~)  is an acceptable partition, by condition (i) 
there exist sets U1, . . . ,  Uh such that V =/-/1 U-.-t_J  Uh. Then (X , \V )N  Ur = 
for r = 1 , . . . ,  h. Let b e T(V).  Then 
b=I - [pT ' -  1-I pk~.qk, 
i~V j~X,,\V 
where 0 ~< k] < ej and k >t 0. Let 
ar-" H pC,. H pk,. qk, 
"i~U, jeXn\V 
for r = 1 , . . . ,  h. Then ar ~ A and b = [al,. .. , ah] e [A] h. Therefore, S ~_ T(Xn). 
Let b ~ T(X,) .  Then b =p,qm, where p* =p~'p[~. . .pp  and m ~>0. If b = 
[c~, . . . , Ch] for positive integers Cr, then each Cr is of the form Cr = pkg . . ,  pk, qk, 
where 0 ~< ki ~< ei for i = 1 , . . . ,  n and 0 ~< k ~< m. Let Yr be the set of all i such 
that k~ = ei in the prime factorization of c~. Then b = [ca , . . . ,  Ch] implies that 
X,,= {1, . . . , n}=[,_J~,=I Y,. 
Condition (ii) for an acceptable partition implies that Y, = V e ~ for some r. 
Then cr~ T(V)  =_ B, and so b ¢ [A] h. Therefore, S = T(X,,). 
Let b e B. It is necessary to show that s e [b, [,4] h-~] for all but finitely many 
s e S = T(X,) .  
If b a B, then b ~ T(V)  for some V e o//.. By condition (iii) for an acceptable 
partition, there exist sets Ux, . . . .  , Uh-X ~ °It such that X ,  = V U U1 tO- • - U Uh-~. 
Let qt, be the highest power of q that divides b. For m ~> k, let 
a,. = H p~'. qm e T(V,) c_A. 
iEU, 
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Then 
n 
S -- H p~.i. qm __p,qm = [b, a l , . . .  , ah_l] E [b, [a] h-l] 
i=1  
and so s e [b, [A] h-l] for all but finitely many s e S. Thus, A is a maximal 
asymptotic LCM nonbasis of order h. [] 
Corollary. I f  n = 1, then ~ = {X1}, ~ = {~}, and A is a maximal asymptotic 
LCM nonbasis o f  order h for all h >~ 2 such that B = S and [A] h = A for all h >t 2. 
I f  n >I 2, then A is a maximal asymptotic LCM nonbasis of  order h such that A is 
an asymptotic LCM basis of  order h + 1, and S ~B and [A]" ~[A]  r+l for  
r=O, 1 , . . . ,  h. 
Note that the case n = 1 yields precisely the class of maximal asymptotic LCM 
nonbases of the form A -- N \ {peqk I k >~ 0}, where e e N and p and q are distinct 
primes. 
3. lsomorphitma classes of LCM nonbases 
Let A be a maximal asymptotic LCM nonbasis of order h. In this section I 
prove that A determines an integer n I> 1, an acceptable partition (~/, T') of X~, 
and an n-tuple (el, • • •, e,,) of positive integers uch that A is isomorphic to the 
maximal asymptotic LCM nonbasis constructed in Theorem 1. 
Let B = N\A  and S = N\[A]  h. Since A is maximal, to every finite subset 
{bl , .  • . ,  bk} of B there corresponds a finite subset F(b i , . . . ,  bk) of S such that 
s e[bi, [A] h-l] for alls eS \F (b l , . . . ,  bk) and i=  1 , . . . ,  k. 
Let p be a prime number. Define e(p) by 
e(p)=sup{k  [pk [b for some b eB}. 
Then 0 ~< e(p) <~ oo. Let P be the set of all primes p such that 1 <~ e(p) < oo and let 
Q be the set of all primes q such that e(q) = oo. I shall prove that [P[ = n e [~ and 
IQ[ = 1. 
Lcmma 2. Let q ~ Q. Let m >~O. 
(i) I f  b = b ,qm E B with (b', q) = 1, then b'qk ~ B for all k >i O. 
(ii) I f  a = a ,qm ~. A with (a', q) = 1, then a'qk ~ A for  all k >10. 
(iil) I f  S "- s 'qm E S with (s', q) = 1, then s'qk e A for all k >I O. 
Proof. (i) Since e(q)=oo, there exists b* =b"q" e B, where (b", q )= 1 and 
n >m.  If s eS \F (b ,  b*), then s e[b, [A] h-l] and so s=[b ,  al, . . . , ah-1] with 
a l , . . .  ,a  h - leA .  Since also se[b* ,  [A]h-1], it follows that q" Is. Since n>m 
and q" ~- b, it follows that q" I [a l , . . . ,  ah_x] and s = [b'qk, a l , . .  •, ah-1] for all 
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k =0, 1 , . . . ,  n. Since s ~ [a]  h, it follows that b'q k ~A for k = O, 1 , . . . ,  n. 
Moreover, e(q) = oo implies that n can be chosen arbitrarily large, and so b'qk • B 
for all k I> 0. 
(ii) Let a=a'qm•A for some m~>0 and (a ' ,q )= l .  If a 'qkeB for some 
k I> 0, then (i) implies that a'qk  • B for all k 1> 0, and, in particular, a = a'qm • B. 
But this is absurd, hence a'q k • A for all k I> 0. 
(iii) Let s = s'qm • S for some m I> 0 and (s', q) = 1. If s'qk • [A]h for some 
k I>0, then there exist ax , . . . ,  ah •A  such that s 'qk= [a l , . . . ,  ah]. Let a~ = 
t k i n t aiq , where ki >I 0 and (a~, q )= 1. Then (ii) implies that ai • A and a'q m • A for 
t m t i = 1 , . . . ,  h, hence s = s'q m = [alq , a2 , . . . ,  a'h] • [,4] h, which is absurd. There- 
fore, s'qk • S for all k >/O. [] 
Lemma 3. Let p • P. Let m >I O. 
(i) Let b = b tern • B.  I f  (b ', p )  = 1 and 0 <~ m < e(p), then b ,pk • B for all 
k=O,  1 , . . . ,  e(p). 
(ii) Let a=a 'pm•A.  I f  (a ' ,p )= l  and O~<m<e(p) ,  then a 'pkeA for all 
k=0,  1 , . . . ,  e (p ) -  1. 
(iii) Let s=s 'pmeS.  I f  ( s ' ,p )= l  and 0~<m<e(p) ,  then s'p k •S  for all 
k=0,  1 , . . . ,  e (p ) -  1. 
Proof. Since e(p) < ~, there exists b* • B such that b* = b"p e~), where (b", p) = 
1. The proof proceeds exactly as in Lemma 2. [] 
Lemma 4. Let W(m)  = {s • S [ K2(s) = m}. Then W(m) is finite for all m • N. 
Proof. Let s* • W(m)  ~_ S ~_ B. If W(m) is infinite, then s • [s*, [,4] h-l] for all 
but finitely many s • W(m), and so s • [s*, [A] h-l] for some s #=s*. Then s* Is, 
but £2(s*) = f2(s) implies s = s*, which is absurd. Therefore, W(m) is finite. [] 
Lemma 5. The set P is finite and nonempty; thus IPI = n • [~. 
Proof. Let s e S. If s = s'qm, where (s', q) = 1 and q • QI then s' e S by Lemma 
2. Successively cancelling powers of primes q • Q that divide s, we obtain s* • S 
such that ( s* ,q )= l  for all q•Q.  If P=~b, then s*=leS~_B and so 
S \F (1 )  ~_ [1, [,4] h-l] = [A] h-1 ~_ [A] h, which is absurd. Therefore, IP[ 1> 1. 
Choose p • P such that (s, p)  = 1. If sp ~ S, then sp • [,4] h and there exist 
ax , . . . ,  ah • A such that sp = [al, • • . ,  ah]. Then p I ai for some i. Suppose p I ai 
fo r i= l , . . . ,uandp.~a i fo r i=u+l , . . . ,h .  Let a '=a~p -1 fo r i= l , . . . ,u .  
Then s = [a~, . . . ,  a', a , .+ l , . . . ,  ah]. Since s ~ [A] h, it follows that a~ ~A for 
some i<~u, hence a~eB. Then e(p)~>l, and so Lemma 3 implies that 
ai = a'p • B, which contradicts at • A. Therefore, sp • S for all p • P such that 
(s ,p)  = 1. 
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Since £2(sp)= ~2(s)+ 1, it follows from Lemma 4 that there are only finitely 
many p e P with (s, p)  = 1, and so P is a finite set of primes. [] 
Lemma 6. [QI = 1. 
Proof. If Q = tp, then every s e S is of the form s = pk~ . . .  p~,k. where n = [P[ and 
0 <~ k~ <~ e(pi) for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. This produces only finitely many integers, but S is 
infinite, hence IQI I> 1. 
_ p _m 1 -m2 If IQ[~>2, choose distinct primes ql, q2 e Q. Let s eS. If s=a. q~ q2 , where 
(s', qlq2)= 1, then Lemma 2 implies that s'qk~e S for all k~ I>0 and s'q2 e S. 
Then s'qk~e [s'q2, [A] h-l] for all kt sufficiently large, hence s'q2[s'q~ , which is 
impossible for q~ :/: q2. It follows that [Q[ = 1. [] 
Lemma 7. Let  P = {P l , .  . .  , P~} and  Q = {q}. Let  ei = e(pi) for i = 1, . . . ,  n. Le t  
p*=p~.  . .p~". Then S= {p*qm lm >~O}. 
Proof. Lemmas 2 and 3 imply that p*e  B. Let s e S. Then s =pk l . . .pk .qm,  
where m>10 and O<~k~<~ei for i - - -1 , . . . ,n .  Lemma 2 implies that Sk= 
pk l . . ,  pk.qk e S for all k t>. 0. Then Sk e [p*, [A] h-l] for some k, and so p* [ Sk. 
Therefore, kg = e~ for i = 1 , . . . ,  n, and s =p*qm. [] 
Theorem 2. Let A be a maximal asymptotic LCM nonbasis of  order h, and let 
B = NJ\A. Let e = {P l , . .  •, Pn} and Q = {q}. Let ei = e(p~) for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Let 
be the set of all subsets V of X~ = {1 , . . . ,  n } such that there exists b e B of the 
form 
b=YIpT ' .  1I pk, .qk,  ( , )  
i~V ]eXnkV 
where 0 <<- kj <<- e i - 1 for ] e X ,  \ V and k >>- O. Let all consist of  all U ~_ X~ such that 
u ~ ~. Then (all, ~)  is an acceptable partition of n, and A is the set constructed 
from (all, ~)  according to Theorem 1. 
Proof. Let V e ~. Then there exists b e B of the form ( * ), and Lemmas 2 and 3 
imply that 
rl 
t ieV  jeXn\V 
and so B = Uw~r T(V).  To complete the proof of the Theorem, it is only 
necessary to show that (0g, ~)  is an acceptable partition. 
Let Y~Xn.  Then Lemma 7 implies that c = 1-L~YpT'~ S, and so there exist 
a l , . . .  ,a ,  eA  such that c=[a l , . . .  ,ah]. Let a,=[IT~lp~"'.  Then O~k~,,~ei 
and k~,r = 0 if i ~ Y. Let / J r  be the subset of Y consisting of all i such that ki., = e~. 
Then Y =/31 O. • • O Uh. If U, e ~ for some r, then there exists b e B of the form 
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b = [L'Ev, PT'" IIjEx,\u, p ki" qk, where k >~ 0 and 0 ~< kj < ej for all j • Xn \ Ur. Then 
Lemmas 2 and 3 imply that a,=l-I~u,p['.l-lj~x,w, pkj.'eB, which contradicts 
ar • A. Therefore, U~ • 0//for i = 1 , . . . ,  r. Thus, (q/, OF) satisfies condition (i) for 
an acceptable partition. 
Let Xn = I11 t.J--, t.J ~ .  Define c, = l-li~y,p['. Then p* = [cl, • • •, Ch]. Since 
p* • S = N\  [A] h, it follows that Cr e B for some r, and so Yr e °F for some r. This 
proves that (q/, °F) satisfies condition (iii) for an acceptable partition. 
Let V•OF. Then there exists beB of form (*) for some k1>0. Since 
S={p*qm]m~O},  it follows that p*qme[b, [A] h-l] for some m>~k, and so 
there exist ar eA  such that p,qm = [b, a~, . . . ,  ah-1]. Let Ur be the set of i •X ,  
such that p~' [ar. Then U, • q/ and X~ = V U UI t3 . . .  U Uh-1. ThUS (q/, OF) 
satisfies condition (iii) for an acceptable partition. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. [] 
4. Other results 
Maximal asymptotic LCM nonbases are analogs of corresponding concepts in 
additive number theory and combinatorics. In additive number theory, a set A of 
nonnegative integers is a maximal asymptotic nonbasis of order h if infinitely 
many natural numbers are not the sum of h elements of A, but, if b I> 0 and 
b ~A, then every sufficiently large integer is the sum of h elements of A t.J {b}. 
Nathanson [5] constructed the first examples of maximal asymptotic nonbases, 
and Deshouillers and Grekos [1], Nathanson [6], and Turj~inyi [8] constructed, 
for each h t> 2, maximal asymptotic nonbases A of order h such that 
A(x)= ~ l = O(xVh). 
aEA 
l~a~x 
Hennefeld [4] produced the first example of an asymptotic nonbasis of order 2 
that was not a subset of any maximal asymptotic nonbasis of order 2. There is no 
classification of maximal asymptotic nonbases in additive number theory. 
Let P(N) denote the set of all finite subsets of N. Using the operation of set 
theoretical union, we can define union asymptotic bases and nonbases of order h. 
Grekos [3] proved that maximal asymptotic union nonbases do not exist. 
Using the classification theorem for maximal asymptotic LCM nonbases, it is 
easy to prove that for every h t> 2 there exist asymptotic LCM nonbases of order 
h that are not subsets of maximal asymptotic LCM nonbases, and simultaneously 
to prove Grekos's theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let Q denote the set of square-free positive integers, and let 
R = N \ Q. Then R is an asymptotic LCM nonbasis of order h for every h >t 1, and 
R is not a subset of a maximal asymptotic LCM nonbasis of order h for any h >I 1. 
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Theorem 4 (Grekos). Let h >1 1. There does not exist a maximal asymptotic union 
nonbasis of order h for ~(N). 
Proof. Since R = JR] h for all h I> 1, it follows that R is an asymptotic LCM 
nonbasis of order h for all h >i 1. By Theorem 2, if A is a maximal asymptotic 
LCM nonbasis of order h and B = N\A,  then B contains non-square-free integers 
(for example, p*qm for m I> 2), and so R = [~ \ Q cannot be a subset of a maximal 
asymptotic LCM nonbasis of any order. This proves Theorem 3. 
Let A* _ Q. If A* were a maximal asymptotic LCM nonbasis of order h for the 
square-free numbers, then R t.J A* would be a maximal asymptotic LCM nonbasis 
of order h for N. This is impossible, hence there exists no maximal asymptotic 
LCM nonbasis of order h for the square-free numbers. But this is equivalent to 
Grekos's theorem. This proves Theorem 4. [] 
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